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Learn practical, biblical tools to develop cooperation and responsibility 
in your children. Hear about a toolbox of consequences, and how to end 
every discipline time with a plan for growth and maturity. 
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Bring the whole family!
Children through age 12 will learn in fun 
and exciting ways how to add energy to 
family life.
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For Parents and Grandparents of Children Ages 2-18
Great event for teachers too! CEU Certificates available
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Session #1: Teaching Kids to Listen and Follow Instructions Session #1: Teaching Kids to Listen and Follow Instructions
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Session #3: Ending Discipline Times with Impact Session #3: Ending Discipline Times with Impact

Parents often become frustrated because their kids don’t listen. In this session 
we take apart the instruction process and point out five steps for children ages 2 
to 18. Parents learn how to teach cooperation and responsibility in this practical 
session.
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The goal of discipline is a changed heart. This session gives parents
several hands-on tools to use when children need to be corrected. A change 
of heart is defined in practical terms and parents go away with a plan to use 
seven categories of consequences to motivate heart change in their kids. The 
underlying principle taught is that behavior modification is not enough. Parents 
must keep an eye on the heart.
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Parents often don’t know how to end discipline in a constructive way. This
session explains a routine for helping children process correction and learn from 
the experience. Teaching children about repentance and forgiveness are heart 
gifts discussed here. This tool is especially helpful for children who blame others 
or have a victim mentality.
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Dr. Jim Dempsey and his wife Gail have three grown 
daughters and four grandkids. Jim is the Associate 
Pastor to Families at Anderson Mill Baptist Church 
in Austin. He serves part-time there in order to also 
spend time in parenting ministry. Jim records two radio 
programs for different radio stations each week (KSLR 
in San Antonio and LOTOradio.com in Lake of the 
Ozarks Missouri.) Each program is called “Parenting 
Unchained,” which is the name of a book he wrote 
published by the National Center for Biblical Parenting. 
Jim has been a presenter for the National Center for 
Biblical Parenting for several years and loves to equip 
parents.
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